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Abstract. Software-defined networking (SDN) is transforming the way
networks are managed, as fixed distributed protocols give way to flexible
route calculation software. The shift brings to the forefront the issue of
software errors, which may produce wrong routes, and cause significant
network disruption. We propose a run-time certification mechanism that
rejects any wrongly calculated route before it is installed in the network.
Certification is done through a strategy called witnessing, where a wit-
ness (i.e., a justification) is generated by the software for each routing
decision. The witness provided for a route change is validated against the
original user request, using a formal network model, before the change
is installed on the real network. Witnessing shifts trust away from the
complex system software to a relatively simple witness checker. We define
a formal language to specify connection-based user requests (“intents”),
witnesses for each type of intent, and the checking algorithm. We also
formulate a notion of refinement between networks, and show that it
preserves the realizability of intents across abstraction levels.

1 Introduction

Computer networks have long been managed with standardized, distributed pro-
tocols. The advent of software-defined networking (SDN) (cf. [8]) is radically
transforming this view to one where flexible, programmable routing engines op-
erate on a formal network model. This makes it possible to apply sophisticated
route selection algorithms and to experiment with variations.

Such flexibility, however, comes with potential dangers. Increasing algorith-
mic sophistication increases the likelihood of errors in their implementation. A
miscalculated route may fail to meet the original request or, worse still, disrupt
traffic on existing routes by over-committing available bandwidth. In this work,
we design a run-time certification mechanism to detect wrongly calculated routes
and prevent them from being installed on the real network. The central concept
is to require all route selection programs to produce a formal justification – which
we call a “witness” – for each routing decision. A valid witness guarantees that
the associated routing changes do not adversely affect active routes.

We show how to instantiate this design for an emerging class of network op-
erating systems (NOS’s) – examples include ONOS [1] and OpenDaylight [2] –
which use SDN principles to unify the management and operation of a collec-
tion of networks built with different technologies (e.g., IP, optical, and wireless),



each with its own protocols and management software. To facilitate this goal,
all networks, regardless of the underlying technology, are represented uniformly
as graphs with capacitated connections between nodes. In response to a con-
nectivity request, a global route is calculated by the NOS on the graph model;
individual route segments are later configured locally in technology-specific ways.
Existing NOS’s do not guard against errors in global route calculation, nor do
they have a principled mechanism for defining connectivity patterns. Our work
makes a number of contributions beyond efficient certification.

– We define a formal language of connectivity patterns on graphs, called in-
tents. This includes common patterns such as paths, chains, and trees, with
constraints on bandwidth and delay, and allowance for backup paths

– We propose an augmented architecture of a certifying NOS. Route selection
programs are required to generate a witness (a set of paths) as justification
for each routing decision

– We show that witness checking has worst-case linear complexity in the size
of the witnesses and in the number of intents. An incremental checking al-
gorithm further reduces the complexity in the common case. Experimental
results on a family of synthetic networks support the theoretical analysis

– We define a formal notion of refinement between networks which preserves
the realizability of intents: i.e., any intent satisfied on the abstract network
can be realized in the concrete network. This allows route selection algo-
rithms to operate on smaller abstract networks, reducing complexity.

The architecture of a certifying network operating system ensures that new
route selection algorithms can be implemented and tested quickly, with the
“safety-net” guarantee that certification makes it impossible to install erroneous
routes that may disrupt network operation. The refinement notions ensure that
solutions computed on an abstract network remain realizable at more concrete
levels, which makes it possible to chain route selection algorithms operating at
different levels of granularity. Taken together, these mechanisms significantly
increase the robustness and the safety of a network operating system.

1.1 Overview

A network operating system computes and installs routes on the fly in response
to a stream of incoming user requests. The ideal is a formally verified OS, whose
output is guaranteed to be correct. Constructing a formally verified network op-
erating system is, however, an enormously difficult undertaking. We propose an
alternative solution based on the run-time certification of the results computed
by the operating system.

A schematic view of a network operating system (NOS, for short) is shown in
Figure 1(a). The operating system reacts to explicit external requests for routes
(referred to as “intents”), and implicitly to changes in the underlying network,
such as failure or degradation of nodes or links (referred to as “events”). In
response, the system uses route selection algorithms to make decisions to set
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Fig. 1. Network Operating System Structure: (a) current, (b) with formal certification.

up new routes and, possibly, to move old routes, aiming to preserve all active
intents. Those decisions are then configured and installed on the real network.
A network operating system is, in essence, a network transformer; it maps a
network with allocated routes and a request to a network with modified routes.
The standard architecture in Figure 1(a) leaves no room for error: one must trust
the correctness of the route selection algorithms and their implementations. A
mistake in either may result in a routing decision that disrupts network traffic.

Our proposal is shown in Figure 1(b). Two key aspects are the use of formal
network models and the generation and checking of witnesses (i.e., justifications)
for each intent. The new architecture requires the route selection algorithm to
provide a witness, a collection of paths in the network, for every decision. The
checker has to perform two tasks: (1) ensure that the route decision (which could
be presented in a different format, e.g., as a sequence of commands) is consistent
with the supplied witness paths; and (2) check that the supplied paths prove
that the network meets the new intent and continues to meet all earlier intents.
Only if these checks succeed are the changes instantiated on the real network.

The certification step shifts trust away from the complex operating software
to a relatively simple checker. There is no need to verify the implementation
of the routing algorithm: if a mistake results in a wrong route or an incorrect
witness, the error is detected by the checker. The route installation process
(lower blue rectangle in the NOS figure) relies on standardized mechanisms such
as NETCONF [3] and is a trusted component.

In this paper, we address task (2), defining a formal language of intents, their
witnesses, and an algorithm for witness checking. We do not address task (1), as
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it is specific to the format used by the NOS to represent its routing decision. A
general strategy for task (1) is to simulate the route-change commands on the
network model and verify that network links are reconfigured exactly as stated
in the witness paths.

Real networks have an immense amount of detail, not all of which is relevant
for route selection. In the second part of this paper, we formulate a network
abstraction notion, and show that it preserves realizability: i.e., every intent
realizable on the abstract model is also realizable on the concrete network.

2 Networks and Intents

We define the formal network model, the intent language, and intent satisfaction.

2.1 Network Model

A network is a hierarchical system of graphs. It is defined by a vector of graphs,
say (G0, G1, . . . , Gn), for n ≥ 0. A graph Gi is either a primitive graph with a
single node, or a non-primitive graph where each node is a reference to a copy
of a graph Gj , where j < i, giving the entire network a hierarchical structure.
The graph Gn is the root of the hierarchy.

A network attribute is a quantity such as bandwidth, bit-error rate (BER),
cost, or delay, which takes values from the appropriate domain. An attribute vec-
tor is a map from the set of attributes to their domains. E.g., “(bandwidth=1.0,
BER=1.0E-5, cost=20, delay=2.5)” is an example vector. For concreteness, we
focus on two important attributes: bandwidth and delay, so the vector is writ-
ten as (bandwidth, delay). Attribute vectors are ordered by a partial relation,
� (read as “better than”), defined appropriately. For bandwidth and delay, the
relation (b, d) � (b′, d′) is defined as (b ≥ b′) ∧ (d ≤ d′). I.e., (b, d) is better than
(b′, d′) if b represents more bandwidth than b′, and d represents a smaller delay
than d′. The inverse relation, �, is read as “worse than”.

A primitive graph has only one node whose ports are all external. It represents
an atomic building block of the network. There can be zero or more internal links
between each pair of ports. Each link is associated with a capability, which is
an attribute vector. The implicit understanding is that all links in a primitive
graph represent independent connections. The capability of the i’th link from
port p to port q of node n (if defined) is denoted cap(n, p, q, i).

Examples of primitive graphs are channels and mux/demux elements. A chan-
nel has one input port and one output port. A multiplexer (mux ) has one output
port, say q, and multiple input ports; a link is defined only for pairs (x, q), where
x 6= q. A demultiplexer has one input port, say p, and multiple output ports; a
link is defined only for pairs (p, x), where p 6= x.

A non-primitive graph, Gi, has internal structure that is given by a pair
(N,C), where N is a set of nodes, and C is a set of connections. Every node
has an associated set of ports. A connection is a pair of the form ((n, p), (n′, p′)),
indicating that port p of node n is to be identified with port p′ of node n′. The
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external ports of a graph are those ports that are not part of any connection.
Every node of Gi contains a reference to a graph Gj , where j < i, along with an
isomorphism between the ports of the node and the external ports of Gj . Nodes
may have region labels, used to state routing constraints that require paths to
stay within a certain geographic or network region.

A flat (i.e., non-hierarchical) network can be obtained by starting from Gn

and recursively expanding each node into a copy of the graph to which it refers,
if that graph is non-primitive. The satisfaction of intents is defined over the
flattened graph, which may be exponentially larger than the network description.
For convenience, by the links of a node we mean the links of its primitive graph.

Paths. The tuple (p′i, ni, li, wi, pi+1) represents the li’th link between input
port p′i and output port pi+1 on node ni, with an associated attribute weight
vector wi. A path from port p of node n to port q of node m, represented
as (p′0, n0, l0, w0, p1), (p′1, n1, l1, w1, p2), . . . , (p′k, nk, lk, wk, pk+1), is a sequence of
such links, with k ≥ 0, (p′0, n0) = (p, n), and (nk, pk+1) = (m, q). A path should
meet the following conditions.

(a) p′i and pi+1 are ports of ni for all i, and li is a valid link between those ports
(b) wi represents an allocation that is worse than the capability of its link,

i.e., wi � cap(ni, p
′
i, pi+1, li) for all i (I.e., wi allocates less bandwidth and

assumes a higher delay than the actual capability of the link), and
(c) For all i such that i < k, the pair ((ni, pi+1), (ni+1, p

′
i+1)) is a connection.

The allocated weight of a path π is an attribute vector (b, d) such that b is
the least bandwidth entry and d is the sum of all the delay entries in the set of
weights {wi}. The capability of π is the attribute vector (b′, d′) such that b′ is
the least bandwidth entry and d′ is the sum of all the delay entries in the set of
capabilities {cap(ni, p

′
i, pi+1, li)}. Requirement (b) ensures that the capability of

a path is better than its allocated weight.

2.2 Network Intents: Syntax

An intent is a connectivity pattern between a set of ports. The pattern includes
constraints on minimum bandwidth, or maximum delay. A region constraint is
defined by a requirement to either avoid or to stay within the region. We define
three common types of intents, and show later how these can be considered as
examples of a quite general class of polynomially-checkable intents.

(Basic Segment) A basic segment specifies a connection between port p of
node n and port q of node m, with constraints on attributes and regions.

(Protected Segment) A protected segment specifies a connection between port
p of node n and port q of node m that has a degree of failure protection. The
protection is defined as a set of basic segments between (n, p) and (m, q).
For simplicity, in this paper we suppose that there are only two such seg-
ments, one referred to as the primary, and the other as the backup. This is
commonly referred to as 1 + 1 protection. Each basic segment has its own
constraints on attributes and regions.
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(Chain) A chain is specified as a sequence of segments where the end point
of each segment in the chain is connected to the start point of its successor
segment (if any). Each segment is specified independently, i.e., some may be
protected, while others are basic. A chain may also have end-to-end attribute
constraints (i.e., between its endpoints), and globally applicable region con-
straints. Chains are used to represent paths that must pass through a series
of so-called middle-boxes in the network where packet processing occurs.

2.3 Network Intents: Semantics

Consider path π = (p′0, n0, l0, w0, p1), (p′1, n1, l1, w1, p2), . . . , (p′k, nk, lk, wk, pk+1).
It satisfies a minimum bandwidth B if the bandwidth entry in each of the weights
{wi} is at least B. It satisfies a maximum delay D if the sum of all the delay
entries in the set of weights {wi} is at most D. It satisfies an avoids(R) constraint,
for region R, if none of the nodes on the path is labeled with R, and a within(R)
constraint if all of the nodes on the path are labeled with R. We can now define
what it means for an intent to be satisfied.

(Basic Segment) A basic segment between port p of node n and port q of
node m is satisfied if there exists a path π from (n, p) to (m, q) such that π
satisfies all the attribute and region constraints for the segment.

(Protected Segment) A protected segment between (n, p) and (m, q) with
two basic segments x0, x1 is satisfied if there are two paths, π0, π1 from
(n, p) to (m, q) such that for each i, path πi satisfies the requirements of
the segment xi and, moreover, π0 and π1 have no node-port combination in
common except the two end points. I.e., the paths are node and port disjoint.
Operationally, this implies that a single node or port failure cannot affect
both paths, unless it is at the originating or terminating end.

(Chain) A chain from (n, p) to (m, q) is satisfied if there exist path(s) associated
with each segment of the chain such that (i) the constraints for each segment
are satisfied by its associated path(s), (ii) the end point (i.e., (node, port))
of the path witnessing a segment has a connection to the start point of the
path witnessing the next segment, and (iii) the end-to-end constraints and
global region constraints for the chain are satisfied on all end-to-end paths
that can be constructed from the per-segment paths.

2.4 Witnesses and Satisfaction

For each satisfied intent, there is a network path (or paths) that explain why
the intent is satisfied. That set of paths is called the witness for that intent.
Fig. 2 illustrates the three types of intents, corresponding witnesses, and how to
check that a witness meets its intent. For instance, the witness for the protected
segmentis a pair of paths connecting Los Angeles to New York: green for the
primary and red for the backup segment. To determine if this witness is correct,
one checks that the witness paths are valid in the network, the constraints on
attribute and regions are be satisfied, and that the paths are disjoint.
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Intent	   Witness	  
Basic	  Segment	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
For	  the	  witness	  path,	  check:	  
q  Validity	  
q  A7ribute	  constraints	  
q  Region	  constraints	  

Protected	  Segment	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
For	  each	  witness	  path,	  check:	  
q  Validity	  
q  A7ribute	  constraints	  
q  Region	  constraints	  
q  Disjointness	  
Chain	  
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q  Each	  (protected)	  segment	  
q  ConnecCon	  between	  segments	  
q  End-‐to-‐end	  constraints	  and	  

global	  region	  constraints	  for	  
the	  complete	  chain	  
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Fig. 2. Example: three types of intents and corresponding witnesses.

Joint Satisfaction. A collection of intents is jointly satisfied if there are witnesses
for each intent such that the witness paths together do not over-subscribe the
bandwidth on any common link. Given a set of intents, if all the intents can
be jointly satisfied, then each individual intent can be satisfied. However, the
converse is not necessarily true. A trivial counter-example is a graph with a
single channel of bandwidth 2. It is possible to individually satisfy intents with
min. bandwidth 1 and with bandwidth 1.5, but joint satisfaction is impossible.

The inability to decompose the satisfaction of intents is one reason why
route selection algorithms have high complexity. In a graph where all links have
bandwidth 1, two basic segments between the same endpoints with bandwidth
at least 1 require disjoint paths, which is an NP-complete problem on directed
graphs. Another source of complexity is that intents must be satisfied in an
on-line fashion, which may lead to sub-optimal decisions. E.g., consider two
points connected by disjoint paths π and π′, with resp. bandwidths 1 and 2. A
request for bandwidth 1 can be satisfied by either path; say it is assigned to π′.
A following request for bandwidth 2 cannot then be satisfied, unless the first is
re-assigned to π.
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Witness Generation. For these reasons, the actual route selection algorithm
may be quite complex. However, its natural output is the set of paths that form
the witness. With standard algorithmic schemes, no additional work is needed.
Such algorithms allocate new routes on a residual capacity network, where the
capacity of a link is the amount that remains after satisfying previous intents.
If a new request is met on the residual network, its witness does not interfere
with those for previous intents, so the algorithm merely reports previously stored
witnesses. However, the algorithm may need to backtrack to recover from sub-
optimal decisions. In that case, the set of witnesses it needs to report are for the
intents that are re-assigned paths. In either case, witness generation does not
require additional work. As the validation procedure checks joint satisfaction,
witness paths for all intents are provided with each routing decision.

3 Witness Checking

Function wcheck(i : intent, w : witness,M : flat network) : flat network
Check that each witness path in w is a valid path in network M
if i is a basic segment then

Check that the path defined by w satisfies the attribute and region
constraints in i as defined in Section 2

Let M ′ be obtained from M by reducing the bandwidth on each link by
the amount reserved for that link on w

return M ′

else if i is a protected segment of intents i0, i1 with witnesses w0, w1 then
Check that the paths w0, w1 are node and port disjoint
M0 := wcheck(i0, w0,M)
M1 := wcheck(i1, w1,M0)
return M1

else i is a chain of intents i0, . . . , in with witnesses w0, . . . , wn, end-to-end
constraints delay D and bandwidth B, and global region constraints

Dn := D
for k from n down to 0 do

if k > 0 then
Check that start point of wk is connected to end point of wk−1

end
Let i′k be ik with additional constraints of min. bandwidth B, max.
delay Dk and global region constraints.

M := wcheck(i′k, wk,M)
Dk−1 := Dk −maxdelay(wk)

end
return M

end

Fig. 3. Witness Checking Algorithm
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The algorithm to check whether a witness matches a basic intent type on a flat
network model is shown in Figure 3. The algorithm follows quite directly from the
definitions, as formalized in Section 2, and is easy to implement. For each intent
type, the algorithm checks that the witness paths provided are (a) valid paths in
the network, and (b) satisfy the attribute and region constraints specified for the
intent. The capacity of the network is reduced by the bandwidth consumed by
the witness paths; the algorithm outputs a network with the remaining capacity.
The algorithm operates in linear time in the size of witness. (The disjointness
check in Case 2 can be done in linear time on average using hashing.)

The algorithm works on a fully flattened network, which is obtained by flat-
tening the hierarchical network before a NOS is deployed to receive intents. An
optimization is to retain the hierarchical form, and flatten only those sections
of the network which are traversed by the witness paths. It is an open question
whether the check can be performed in polynomial time without flattening, we
conjecture that this may not be possible. As the check removes bandwidth from
the components through which a witness path passes, copies of the same com-
ponent may, over time, diverge in the set of feasible paths. This is not the case
for pure reachability queries, which can be checked without flattening [4].

General Forms of Intents. The intent types discussed so far fit the following
general form, which is inspired by Fagin’s beautiful characterization of NP in
terms of existential second order formulae on graphs [7]. An intent specifies a
sub-graph over a set of points, H, such that there exist sub-graphs X0, . . . , Xn

for which ϕ(H,X0, . . . , Xn) holds, where ϕ is a polynomial-time checkable prop-
erty. As an illustration, for a protected segment, the two endpoints (defining H)
are connected by path-shaped sub-graphs X0 and X1, with ϕ asserting that the
paths are disjoint and satisfy the attribute and region constraints. The witness
for an intent in general form is the instantiation given to X0, . . . , Xn, while wit-
ness checking is the evaluation of ϕ on this instantiation. A number of practically
useful connectivity patterns can be specified in this manner. Examples include
broadcast and multicast trees, possibly with disjoint backup paths; virtual net-
works that interconnect several ports; and grid topologies.

3.1 Incremental Checking

Starting from the un-allocated network model, the algorithm above is used to
check each witness in succession. This takes time linear in the number of active
intents. We describe an efficient incremental algorithm, which checks only those
intents whose witnesses have changed.

The key underlying observation is that the order in which a set of witnesses
are checked does not matter. Consider witnesses w and w′ provided for intents
a and a′, respectively. Starting from a network M , if the check succeeds in the
order w;w′, it must also succeed in the order w′;w. This is because the check can
be split into a step which determines the connectivity of witness paths, ignoring
capacity; and another that reduces network capacity along the witness paths,
while ensuring that the residual capacity on each link is non-negative. If no link
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has negative capacity when witness paths are allocated in the order w;w′, that
is also true for the reverse order w′;w.

The algorithm stores the residual capacity network, M , and the list of ac-
tive intent-witness pairs, W , with the invariant that M represents the residual
capacity after processing W on the un-allocated network N . Route selection pro-
duces a list of intent-witness pairs, W ′, listing only the intents that have new
witnesses. The incremental algorithm proceeds as follows.

1. For each (i, w′) in W ′, if there is an entry for intent i, say (i, w), in W , undo
the capacity reduction effect of checking w by adding back the capacity used
by links w to M . Remove the (i, w) entry from W

2. Add into M the effects of any network change that reduces the capacity of
a link l; if the new capacity of l is negative, stop with error

3. Add into M the effects of any network change that adds new links or in-
creases link capacity. We suppose that such links are disjoint from those
whose capacity has been reduced

4. Check the intent-witness entries in W ′ on M with the wcheck algorithm,
updating the residual capacity in M

5. Append W ′ to W to obtain the new active list

Incremental algorithms usually trade off increased state (e.g., storage for
partial results) for speed. It is interesting that this algorithm uses no additional
space. We show the following correctness theorem.

Theorem 1 The incremental and basic algorithms produce the same result.

Proof: List W can be partitioned into lists W0, where witnesses stay the same,
and W1, for which new witnesses are supplied. As W is correct on N , the com-
mutativity property of witness checking implies that checking witnesses in the
order W0;W1 also results in the same residual network, M . Let K be the resid-
ual network after W0. Step 1 calculates K from M by adding back the capacity
used in W1; steps 2 and 3 adjust K to K ′, while ensuring that links in K ′ have
enough capacity for the witnesses in W0. Finally, the new witnesses in W ′ are
checked on K ′, to obtain the new residual network M ′. As M ′ is valid for the
checking sequence W0;W ′, it is valid (by commutativity) for the sequence ob-
tained by sorting W0;W ′ according to the original arrival order for the intents.
Hence, M ′ is identical to the residual capacity obtained by the basic algorithm.
EndProof.

4 Experiments

This section presents an experimental evaluation of our witness checking imple-
mentation. We do not have access to real network designs, so the experiments
are on a synthetic network, a parameterized grid of size n, shown in Fig. 7, where
each link has bandwidth and delay 1. The parameterization makes it simple to
scale up network size to assess its influence on witness checking.
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For the experiments, a grid network is set up for a particular value of n.
Then endpoints and intents connecting them are generated at random. The type
of intent (basic or protected) is also chosen at random. Corresponding witnesses
paths are calculated via depth first search (DFS) while keeping track of residual
capacity. The search is prioritized to prefer links closer to the destination node.
The DFS algorithm approximates the work of actual route selection algorithms
used in networks. It suffices for our purpose, which is to measure the performance
of witness checking, not the quality of the chosen routes.

The implementation is in Java, it includes network creation, intents gener-
ation, witness calculation and checking. The checker is about 300 lines of Java
code. All of the experiments are performed on a MacBook Pro machine with a
2.4 GHz Intel Core i7, and 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3, running on Mac OS X 10.10.5.

In the first experiment, we simulate networks of size from 10 to 1000; ac-
cordingly, the number of nodes varies from one hundred to one million. In each
network, 500 intents are randomly generated, and corresponding witnesses are
calculated and checked by our algorithm in Fig. 3. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. The x-axis shows the network size n (there are n2 network nodes). The
left-hand y-axis shows the average time cost of checking a witness for a single
intent, and the right-hand y-axis shows the average size of a witness. It is clear
that the average time cost of checking is negligible (e.g. for a large network of
one million nodes, checking a witness takes only about 1 millisecond, in the
meanwhile, according to our experiment log which is not presented here, witness
generation by DFS takes about 20 milliseconds). The graph shows also that the
cost of checking is proportional to the witness size, both of which scale as O(n),
on average.
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Fig. 4. Time cost of witness checking on networks of n2 nodes.
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In the second experiment, a sequence of 50 intents is generated at random
on a fixed grid with one million nodes. As each intent is processed, the validity
of its routing decision relative to previous ones is checked with either the basic
algorithm or the incremental one. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The x-axis
shows an increasing number of processed intents; the y-axis is the total time
taken to validate the decision, in micro-seconds. The results support the theo-
retical analysis, showing that the cost of the incremental algorithm is essentially
constant, while that of the basic algorithm increases linearly with the number
of requests. We observed that the memory cost of both checks was nearly the
same, as expected.
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Fig. 5. Incremental vs. basic checking.

5 Network Abstraction

The witness checking algorithm introduced in previous sections works on the
complete network. It is, however, often the case that only a small part of a
network needs to be examined to select routes. E.g., for an intent requesting a
connection between two cities in the east coast, say New York City and Washing-
ton DC, it would be superfluous to examine networks in the west coast, as well
as tedious to use detailed information about networks inside a single city. Thus,
we propose to operate algorithms on abstracted networks. It is vital, however,
that the routes discovered at an abstract level are realizable as routes at the
concrete level; otherwise, there is no benefit to perform the abstraction.

In this section we introduce network abstraction. The general idea is to get an
abstract network by collapsing a specified sub-network of a concrete real network
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into a single node. We define a notion of refinement from the concrete to the
abstract level, and show that this preserves the realizability of routes.

5.1 Abstraction and Refinement with Single Nodes

We consider the case where a graph G is abstracted to a new primitive graph H
whose external ports are isomorphic to the external ports of G. The key question
is to define a relation between paths and capabilities in G with those in H, so
that routes in H can be realized as routes in G. As H is primitive, routes in H
are links between ports; routes in G are paths through the graph G.

Refinement. A refinement map R from H to G is a function such that the
following properties hold:

(a) Each link (n, p, q, i) in H (i.e., the i’th link between port p and q of node n)
is mapped by R to a path π between ports p and q in G, where the capability
of π in G is better than the capability of link (n, p, q, i) in H, and

(b) The set of paths {R(n, p, q, i) | (n, p, q, i) is a link in H} are node and port
disjoint in G, and

(c) Node n and all nodes of G have the same abstract region labels.

The refinement map constrains the capabilities, not the weights of the corre-
sponding paths. Hence, it is possible that a different algorithm can be applied
to G to arrange the weights.

b=2, d=1 

b=2, d=1 

b=2, d=1 
b=1, d=1 

b=2, d=2 

b=2, d=1 

b=2, d=1 

b=2, d=5 

p 

p q 

q 

b=1, d=4 

p q 

b=1, d=5 

p q 

b=2, d=4 

p q 

Abstraction 

✔ 

✗ 

✔ 

✔ 

G 

H 

Fig. 6. Collapsing a sub-network into a single node via refinement.

Example. A simple example of refinement is shown in Fig. 6. For the sake of
clarity, we do not use the formal notion of graph references, but rather show the
details directly. Ports are shown as circles, a long rectangle is a channel, and a
triangle is a mux/demux. A dashed line between two ports is a link, and a dashed
ellipse with two ports inside shows that those ports are part of a connection. (E.g.
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in G, the right port of left channel is connected to the left port of demux.) The
capability of the single link for each pair of ports is shown near the host node.
(E.g. in G, “b = 2, d = 1” above the left triangle means that, for the upper link
inside the demux, the bandwidth is 2 and delay is 1.) Between ports p and q in
G, there are two non-disjoint paths: one path goes through the upper channel
in the middle, and has capability “b = 1, d = 4”; the other path goes through
the lower channel in the middle, and has capability “b = 2, d = 5”. We show
four possible abstractions; the upper three are correct (i.e. there is a refinement
connecting H to G). The first two represent the capabilities of the paths in G
described above; the third is a manufactured capability representing the worst
of the two paths. The bottom abstraction is incorrect, however, as there is no
path in G from p to q with capability better than “b = 2, d = 4”.

Lemma 1 Let primitive graph H be an abstraction of graph G. Any intent I
that can be satisfied in H can also be satisfied in G.

Proof: Let R be the refinement map from H to G. The three types of intents
will be discussed in the following.

(1) The intent I is a basic segment between port p and q: H is a primitive
graph that consists of only one node, say n, thus the witness in H must be a
path from p to q consisting of a single link. Let such a witness be p, n, i, w, q
where w = (b, d) must be worse than the capability of link (n, p, q, i), and w
satisfies the attribute constraints of I. From the refinement relation R, there is
a corresponding path π = R(n, p, q, i) in graph G, with capability better than
the capability of (n, p, q, i). By transitivity, the path capability is better than w;
thus, it satisfies bandwidth and delay constraints. The satisfaction of abstract
region constraints is preserved by part (c) of refinement. Let each link along the
path be allocated its capability; then the allocated path satisfies intent I in G.

(2) The intent I is a protected segment between port p and q: H is a primitive
graph that consists of only one node, say n, thus the witness in H must be two
paths each of which consists of a single link. By the same argument in (1), two
paths which satisfy the two basic segments in I can be found in G . From the
condition (b) of refinement, those two paths must be node and port disjoint.
Thus, those two paths together forms a witness for I in G.

(3) The intent I is a chain: this cannot happen, because a chain cannot be
satisfied by a primitive graph. EndProof.

As indicated in Section 2.3, the joint satisfaction of a set of intents does not
necessarily follow from showing that each intent can be individually satisfied. In
the following, we will show that refinement also preserves joint realizability.

Lemma 2 Let primitive graph H be an abstraction of graph G. Every set of
intents IS that can be jointly satisfied in H can also be jointly satisfied in G.

Proof: By Lemma 1, each individual intent in IS can be satisfied in G. To be
precise, for every individual intent in IS, if it can be satisfied by a witness path(s)
in H, there exist a corresponding witness path(s) of the same allocated weight
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in G. The only potential problem comes from oversubscribing the bandwidth on
any common links of the witnesses. We show next that this cannot be the case.

Suppose that a link (n′, p′, q′, i′) in G is shared by a set of witness paths
{πj}. Let the corresponding witness paths in H be {σj | R(σj) = πj}; as H is
primitive, this is a collection of links. By the condition (b) of refinement, all the
paths in {πj} must be the same but for their allocated weights, and all the paths
in {σj} use the same link, say (n, p, q, i). From condition (a) of refinement, the
capability of πj is better than the capability of σj , which is cap(n, p, q, i). Hence,
the capability of every link (including (n′, p′, q′, i′)) along the path πj is better
than cap(n, p, q, i), and the bandwidth of (n′, p′, q′, i′) must be larger or equal to
the bandwidth of (n, p, q, i). Since IS can be jointly satisfied in H, the bandwidth
of link (n, p, q, i) must be larger than or equal to the sum of bandwidth entries in
the allocated weights of {σj}. As implied in the proof of Lemma 1, the allocated
weight of πj is equal to that of σj , hence the bandwidth of link (n′, p′, q′, i′)
is larger than or equal to the sum of bandwidth entries allocated by {πj} on
(n′, p′, q′, i′). This shows that bandwidth is not over-allocated in the witness
paths for G; hence, IS can be be jointly satisfied in G. EndProof.

5.2 Abstraction and Refinement for Networks

We say that network A is an abstraction of network C = (G0, G1, . . . , Gn) if
there is a chosen subset GS of {G0, G1, . . . , Gn}, and A is gained from C by
replacing each graph Gi in GS with a primitive graph Hi such that there is a
refinement Ri from primitive graph Hi to graph Gi. The size of abstraction is
defined as the cardinality of GS.

Example. Fig. 8 illustrates the process of network abstraction. The concrete
network C has two graphs (G0, G1), where G1 contains two connected nodes
referring to G0. There is a refinement relation from the primitive graph H0

to G0, thus by replacing G0 with H0 we obtain an abstract network (H0, G
′
1)

where G′1 = G1[G0 := H0] (the brackets indicate substitution of references to
G0 by references to H0). The size of this abstraction is 1. Furthermore, another
abstraction of size 1 can be performed on (H0, G

′
1) by replacing it with the

primitive graph H1, since there is an abstraction refinement from H1 to G′1. Now
an ultimately abstract network (H0, H1) is obtained, and no more abstraction
can be applied. Furthermore, H0 can be removed since it is not referred by any
network. It is not difficult to find that for any set of intents that can be jointly
satisfied in the abstract network (H1), it can be jointly satisfied in the original
network (G0, G1) too.

Lemma 3 Let network A be an abstraction of network C by an abstraction of
size 1. Every set of intents IS that can be jointly satisfied in A can also be jointly
satisfied in C.

Proof: Suppose C = (G0, G1, . . . , Gn), and A is gained from C by replacing one
chosen graph Gc with a primitive graph Hc such that there is a refinement from
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Fig. 8. Network Abstraction

Hc to Gc, i.e. A = (G0, G1, . . . , Gc−1, Hc, Gc+1[Gc := Hc], . . . , Gn[Gc := Hc]).
For clarity, we suppose that network A is flattened, so that it is a graph in which
every node refers only to a primitive graph.

For any intent I, if it can be satisfied in A by a witness that does not pass
through any node that refers to graph Hc, it is clear that the same witness can
be used in C to satisfy I. Thus, here we only need to discuss the intents IS′

whose witnesses in A pass though at least one node whose reference is graph Hc.

Let the set of witness paths in A for IS′ be {πj}, and each witness path πj
must be of form (p′0, n0, l0, w0, p1), (p′1, n1, l1, w1, p2), . . . , (p′k−1, nk−1, lk−1, wk−1, pk).
We can divide each witness path πj into k separate paths {πi

j = p′i−1, ni−1, li−1, wi−1, pi |
1 ≤ i ≤ k}, each of which contains only one link from port p′i−1 of node ni−1
to port pi of node ni−1. Accordingly, k new intents can be created: Iij is a basic
segment from port p′i−1 of node ni−1 to port pi of the same node ni−1 with
attribute constraints exactly the same as wi−1.

By definition, each new intent Iij can be satisfied by the corresponding path

πi
j in A. Also, it is clear that no matter in A or in C, if the set of newly created

intents {Iij} can be jointly satisfied, then the original intents can be also jointly

satisfied. Now we need to prove that {Iij} can be jointly satisfied in C. For each

Iij , if the corresponding node ni−1 does not refer to Hc, then πi
j is still a valid

path in C and satisfies Iij ; otherwise, Iij is a basic segment between two ports

of primitive graph Hc, and it can be satisfied by πi
j in Hc, then by Lemma 2,
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Iij can be satisfied in Gc too. Therefore, the set of newly created intents can be
jointly satisfied in C; hence, so does the set of original intents. EndProof.

Theorem 2 Let network A be an abstraction of network C. Every set I of in-
tents that can be jointly satisfied in A can also be jointly satisfied in C.

Proof Sketch: Suppose the size of abstraction from C to A is k. We generate
a series of networks N1 = A,N2, N3, . . . , Nk = C such that Ni+1 is a refinement
of Ni+1 with an abstraction of size 1. By Lemma 3, any set of intents that can
be jointly satisfied in Ni, can also be jointly satisfied in Ni+1. By induction,
it follows that any set I of intents that is jointly satisfied in A is also jointly
satisfied in C. EndProof.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, realizability is preserved across multiple abstract
levels, i.e. if network A abstracts B and B abstracts C, then any set of intents
that can be jointly satisfied in A can also jointly satisfied in C.

6 Related Work and Conclusions

The certification strategy is inspired by research on methods to verify compiler
transformations. Run-time compiler verification, generally referred to as Trans-
lation Validation, uses heuristics to determine whether the resulting program
refines the behavior of the original (cf. [21,19,26]). Our recent proposal [18],
building on the idea of proof certificates [20,22], suggests having the compiler
itself generate candidate refinements; valid refinements are called witnesses. We
adopt this general scheme and terminology.

There are, however, fundamental differences between Translation Validation
and network validation. For compiler optimizations, correctness is established
by showing that the optimized program refines the behavior of the original. A
routing decision, however, may change routes arbitrarily so long as the intent is
met; thus, correctness does not correspond to a natural refinement on networks.
Instead, the criterion adopted here is that the transformed network should satisfy
all active intents with the particular route witnesses supplied by the network
transformation algorithm. This differs from the model-checking question “Does
the transformed network satisfy all intents?”, which implicitly checks for the
existence of satisfying routes.

Emerging network operating systems based on SDN principles (cf. [23]),
such as ONOS [1] and OpenDaylight [2], make it easy to replace route selection
methods. These NOS’s do not, however, guard against potential network disrup-
tion caused by miscalculated routes. The lack of error-checking is a significant
omission, which this work aims to fill.

There is a growing body of work on formalization of various aspects of SDN at
the IP level: reasoning frameworks such as NetKAT [5], verified compilers [11] for
OpenFlow [17] and model checkers for network invariants (cf. [16,6,13]). Run-
time checking has been investigated at the IP level: the Veriflow [14] system
checks routing table modifications against fixed network properties such as the
absence of a forwarding loop. Reachability properties can be checked off-line by
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the system in [15]. As discussed in the introduction, our work applies to NOS’s
that work at a different (higher) level of abstraction, managing combinations of
networks with diverse technologies. Thus, the existing techniques do not apply.

The network model in this paper is inspired by NetML [9,24], which was
designed to describe connectivity in multi-layered networks. Our model expands
on NetML to include link attributes such as bandwidth and delay. In turn, this
requires new forms of abstraction to preserve the realizability of intents. Work
on abstraction in the IP model includes [25], which describes an IP network
as a virtual “big switch” (cf. [12]); routes programmed at the virtual level are
then refined into routes on a physical topology. This refinement notion preserves
reachability but may not preserve path disjointness.

Network management is clearly moving towards increasing levels of abstrac-
tion and programmability. With increasing sophistication, however, comes the
danger that software errors may result in significant disruption in large area
networks. This work has presented a run-time certification method which acts
as a safety net, preventing incorrect routing decisions from affecting network
operations. The checking process is efficient, and naturally handles a variety of
user-defined specifications and dynamic network changes. A promising direction
is to explore witnessing for IP networks, particularly where model checking is dif-
ficult (e.g., checking reachability in the presence of packet filters is NP-hard [16]).
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during the preparation of this paper.
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